Cell polarity is involved in many biological functions such as development, wound healing and immune responses. In human neutrophils, polarization is characterized by the translocation of distinct sets of signaling molecules to opposite ends of the cell and the rapid rearrangement of cytoskeleton to initiate migration. While many image-based studies have described cellular morphology and the intensity level of polarity signaling molecules, systematic characterization of the spatial distribution of polarity signaling molecules has been lacking. Here we designed a collection of analytical features to quantify spatial phenotypes of polarity molecules. We compared our features to commonly used polarity readouts and found that they captured additional aspects of the polarization dynamics that were not contained in the existing features. Our work provides a starting point to identify informative features for the study of neutrophil polarization.
INTRODUCTION
Cell polarity is essential for many biological processes implicated in development, axon guidance, tissue repairs and innate immunity. Leucocytes such as neutrophils can respond to external cues by initiating a cascade of signaling events that involve fast production of actin networks, change of cell shape and the development of polarity [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Polarized neutrophils are characterized by an actin-enriched leading edge that enables protrusion at the front and a myosin-based trailing edge that facilitates detachment at the back ( Figure 1a) . Coordination between the dynamic reorganization of signaling molecules and cytoskeletal changes allows neutrophils to move toward the invading pathogens, a process known as chemotaxis, and eliminate them from the host system. Recent advances in time-lapse video microscopy and fluorescence microscopy have allowed observation of the intracellular location of signaling proteins in chemotactic human neutrophils [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . A large body of work has been devoted to devising numerical features to describe cellular phenotypes such as morphology, and the expression level, subcellular localization (e.g. nuclear, cytosolic or membrane regions), and texture of fluorescently stained proteins [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, these features are not specifically designed to capture polarity phenotypes, such as the width, depth, location and size of actin and myosin-enriched regions, which could help us understand the development of front and back during polarization. Quantitative characterization of spatial polarity remains a challenge, largely due to the difficulty of translating visually interpretable patterns into accurate mathematical quantities. In this work, we designed a collection of intuitive, geometry-based features and showed that they captured visually distinct spatial polarity phenotypes. We found that the dynamic trends of our proposed features were consistent with previous biological observations and provided additional information on the dynamics of neutrophil polarization that were not contained within commonly used polarity readouts.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Polarization assay and image processing
Human neutrophils were isolated from a single healthy donor's blood [13] and seeded onto 96-well glass bottom imaging plates. The chemoattractant fMLP, a synthetic peptide that mimics the activity of bacterially-derived peptides, was then added to uniformly stimulate cells. We fixed cells at 0, 1, 3 and 5min after stimulation, respectively, to build a snapshot of the polarization process. We fluorescently stained two polarity signaling molecules, filamentous actin (F-actin) for the front and phosphorylated myosin II (pMyosinII) for the back, and also the cellular DNA for cell identification (Figure 1 ). Images were acquired using BD Bioimager 855 with 40x objective lens. The rolling-ball background subtraction [14] was applied to remove uneven background illumination in the images. For cell segmentation, we noticed that human neutrophils had multilobal nuclei that could occupy disjoint regions in a 2D plane, thus causing segmentation errors. We developed a modified version of a previously reported watershed-based segmentation algorithm [12] that merged adjacent cellular regions if their nuclei were not excessively far apart and if both the coalesced DNA and cellular areas were below a certain physiological threshold (Figure 1c ).
SPATIAL SIGNALING PHENOTYPES
Spatial spread (SS)
Spatial spread among a group of pixels measured their "spread" in space. We computed this quantity among the brightest pixels since we were interested in measuring the size of the F-actin/pMyosinII-enriched areas where active signaling occurred. We defined T as the set of pixels in the cellular region C whose intensity was in the top % ( =10 in our study) and D , D C as the average pairwise pixel distances in T and C, respectively. Spatial spread SS was defined as in (1) so that larger SS entailed greater tightness: 
Angular tightness (AT)
Angular tightness was designed to measure the lateral "width" of the area occupied by a group of pixels (e.g. T ).
To facilitate its computation, we first transformed the pixel intensity map into polar coordinates so that the cell center had radius =0 while pixels on the cell contour had radius =1 (Figure 2a) . We determined the minimal aperture measured at the cell center (in radians) that covered 90% of T . The angular tightness was defined as:
Axial tightness (XT)
Axial tightness was designed to quantify the "depth" of polarization of the active polarity signaling areas based on how tightly the brightest pixels could be partitioned to one "side" of the cell. We determined the axial tightness by searching for the linear bi-partition of the cell that could delimit 90% of T within the smallest area, A . By denoting A 0 as the total cell area, axial tightness XT was defined as:
F-actin/pMyosinII separation distance (SD)
In addition to single-marker features, we also quantified the spatial separation between the F-actin and pMyosinIIenriched areas. This readout served to indicate to what extent the front and back signaling regions were segregated from each other. We defined SD as the Euclidean distance between the centers of F-actin (A) and pMyosinII (P) enriched regions (i.e. T (A) , T (P) ) normalized by the maximum distance between pixels in the cellular area, d max :
F-actin/pMyosinII correlation coefficient (CC)
To measure the spatial co-variation of the intensity values between 2 channels, we rearranged the 2-D pixel intensity maps into 1-D vectors and computed their correlation coefficient. To reduce numerical noise due to pixels with low intensity values, in each channel we reset the intensity of a pixel to zero if its original value was in the bottom % ( =25 in our study). We modified the correlation coefficient CC between the F-actin and pMyosinII intensity vectors (I ,A ,I ,P ) as in (5) so that its value ranged from 0 (perfect overlap) to 1 (no overlap) (" " designates dot product): We note that all the features considered here are defined to increase as cells display more spatial polarization. As can be seen in the representative images of neutrophils shown in Figure 2b , different values of our proposed features captured visually distinct patterns of spatial polarization of F-actin and pMyosinII.
VALIDATION OF SPATIAL FEATURES
Comparison of polarity features
For comparison, we computed several commonly used polarity readouts such as total/average cellular F-actin intensity (Itot, Iav), cell area and ellipticity (EL) [7] . We also computed the membrane-to-cytosol ratio (MR), a phenotype commonly used in studying cell signaling, defined here as the ratio between the total intensity of pixels with radius >0.6 against pixels with <0. 6 . We found that while some spatial features appeared redundant (e.g. AT and XT), spatial polarity did not necessarily correlate with morphology or intensity readouts. Polarization of F-actin/ pMyosinII was not always associated with elongated shape or high fluorescence intensity and vice versa. For instance, some cells with low pMyosinII MR were elongated, while other cells with low F-actin MR were very bright in F-actin channel (Figure 2b ). Our observation was consistent with previous reports that morphological changes and spatial polarity occurred at different times [5,6].
Correlation between dynamic responses
We next sought to identify the information content of different polarity features mentioned above in relationship to the process of polarization. To this end, we built a dynamic response vector for each feature f over the 4 observation time points,
]. The entries of x (f)
were estimated by averaging the cell population median value over 6 repeated experiments. We used pairwise Spearman correlation coefficients between the vectors {x (f) } and identified five groups of features displaying distinct dynamic trends during polarization (Figure 2c ). Commonly used readouts such as cell size, ellipticity and F-actin intensity were all found in the 3 rd category, which was characterized by a stereotypical sharp-increase-gradualdecrease trend [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] (Figure 2d ). In contrast, features in the 1 st category (e.g. pMyosinII AT) first slightly decreased then rapidly increased after one minute. Furthermore, features in the 2 nd category (e.g. A-SS) increased until 3min after stimulation then maintained their level. The 4 th and 5 th categories of features such as the membrane-to-cytosol ratios of F-actin and pMyosinII (A-MR, P-MR) both showed decreasing trends, although with a slight nuance.
Visual examination of our image data indicated that unstimulated neutrophils had a thin layer of low level Factin around the cell cortex. Upon stimulation, cell area expanded and strong F-actin production rapidly occurred near cellular membrane, while pMyosinII-enriched region translocated to the inner region of the cell. Subsequently, as F-actin polarized to one side of the cell, pMyosinII-enriched region gradually moved to the opposite side of the cell. This succession of events was previously observed in several studies [1-6] and consistently depicted by our polarity features. For instance, the dynamic trend of A-XT reflected that while cell area underwent a rapid expansion early on, the F-actin enriched area required longer time to focus and form the "front". As for the membrane-to-cytosol ratio features A-MR and P-MR, the monotonic decrease of the Factin readout described the fact that the F-actin network at the front became increasingly thicker in depth, which could be explained by the presence of a strong local positive feedback in the front signaling module that amplified Factin production [1-3,5]. In contrast, the fast-decrease-slowincrease trend of P-MR reflected the facts that the spatial distribution of backness was constrained by F-actin and its establishment occurred gradually as the front signaling molecules concentrated in a narrow region [6] . In summary, our proposed features captured several dynamic trends of spatial redistribution of signaling molecules that were consistent with past observations. Our analysis identified informative phenotypes that could be added to the current polarity readouts to investigate neutrophil polarization.
CONCLUSION
In this work we implemented a collection of image-based features based on biological intuition to capture different spatial phenotypes of signaling molecules for frontness (Factin) and backness (pMyosinII) in human neutrophils. These readouts are derived from the geometric patterns of pixel intensity and are designed to be robust to fluorescence intensity fluctuation during experiments. The proposed spatial features can provide additional information about polarization not contained within traditional morphology or intensity readouts. As new imaging probes are being created and analytical features made available, there is increasing need for determining which features (or categories of features) yield non-redundant biological information. Our work will provide a starting point for identifying information content within different polarity readouts and relating them to biological functions in neutrophils and other cell types. 1   4  3  3  2  0  9  8  8  7  6  5  4  3  3  2  0  9  8  8  7  6  5  4  3 
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